The GOMACO RTP-500 equipped with the RCC Screed is designed to pave harsh, zero-slump mixes and meet compaction requirements.

**RCC SCREED**
Roller-Compacted Concrete

**A NEW PAVER for a new kind of CONCRETE**

**RTP-500**
- Hopper working capacity of 4.75 yd³ (3.63 m³)
- Fast job-site mobility with friction drive, rubber track system
- High-speed transfer conveyor with increased throat clearance
- New hose hanger allows bucket to be removed for conveyor cleanup without disconnecting hoses

**RCC Screed**
- Telescoping screed for variable widths from 10 ft. (3.05 m) to 19 ft. 4 in. (5.89 m)
- Telescoping dual tamper bar
- Independent 14 inch (356 mm) dual augers
- Variable slab depth
- Hydraulic crown adjustment
- Hydraulic variable control of screed vibration
- Minimum side-clearance requirements
- Wearable items designed for fast replacement
- Removable covers and front strike-off wall allow easy maintenance
- Uniformity of density and strength
- Designed for harsh, zero-slump mixes

**GOMACO International Offices**
GOMACO has a worldwide distributor network for sales and service. Check the GOMACO website at www.gomaco.com
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**Introducing**

RCC SCREED
Roller-Compacted Concrete
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The GOMACO RTP-500 equipped with the RCC Screed is designed to pave harsh, zero-slump mixes and meet compaction requirements.

- **RTP-500**
  - Hopper working capacity of 4.75 yd³ (3.63 m³)
  - Fast job-site mobility with friction drive, rubber track system
  - High-speed transfer conveyor with increased throat clearance
  - New hose hanger allows bucket to be removed for conveyor cleanout without disconnecting hoses

- **RCC Screed**
  - Telescoping screed for variable widths from 10 ft. (3.05 m) to 19 ft. 4 in. (5.89 m)
  - Telescoping dual tamper bar
  - Independent 14 inch (356 mm) dual augers
  - Variable slab depth
  - Hydraulic crown adjustment
  - Hydraulic variable control of screed vibration
  - Minimum side-clearance requirements
  - Wearable items designed for fast replacement
  - Removable covers and front strike-off wall allow easy maintenance
  - Uniformity of density and strength
  - Designed for harsh, zero-slump mixes
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The Worldwide Leader in Concrete Paving Technology

GOMACO International Offices
GOMACO has a worldwide distributor network for sales and service. Check the GOMACO Web site at www.gomaco.com
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